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Executive Summary
This document describes the final implementation of the social activity repository based
on the ultimate version of the social activity models and also on the harvesting of open
data services such as local and dedicated news/events feeds that produce a usable set of
information of potentially interesting social activities (e.g. movies, concerts, cultural
events, exhibitions, talks, meetings, etc.). This component makes part of the Cyber
Physical Social Network (CPSN) architecture and data flow. The architecture changed a
little since the preliminary version (see D4.3 – “Social Activity Repository
(preliminary)”), with the exclusion of Kafka and Connect and the inclusion of Mahout
and Hadoop HDFS. In this last version, the social activity repository includes dynamic
information harvesting from local and dedicated news/events feeds providing potentially
interesting social activities. The social activity is a concept related to group activities,
like having a walk in the park with someone, going shopping, or going to an art
exhibition. It is important to understand the possible characteristics of social activities
that could eventually be relevant for better recommendations and exploitability of the
activities.
First, in section 1, we present the final version of the social activity models based on the
version presented in D2.4 – “User, activity and environmental description: Final release
models for user, activity and environment” [2]. The social activity model is presented
through a graph representation. In section 2, we present an analysis of the limitations
executing social activity harvesting from known social media platforms (Facebook,
Google +, etc.), the final version of the Social Activities Recommendation System
Architecture, and we demonstrate how the Activity Harvester works.
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Chapter 1
Activity Model
Figure 1 depicts the current status of the structure of a Social Activity model in the ACANTO
KnowledgeBase together with some of its relationships as presented and detailed in D2.4 “User,
activity and environmental description: Final release models for user, activity and environment”
[1].

Figure 1: Social Activity schema

We recall here, briefly the main elements of the Social Activity model: every vertex of type Activity
has a series of properties to describe the nature of a social event. Moreover it contains
information on the suitability of the activity for group visits and – eventually - its compatibility with
the FriWalk and whether FriWalks are available on site. The location of an Activity points to a
Place node, which holds information about address, name of the place and its geolocation
(latitude and longitude) as optional data.
The relationships between Activities and UserProfiles are described using edges of type
ATTENDS and RECOMMENDED. The latter of which is being created by the recommender
system. Once a user interacts with a recommended Activity an ATTENDS edge is created, in
case he enrolls to attend the activity, or the RECOMMENDED edge’s property status is set to
‘rejected’ if the user chose to reject the proposed activity.
EVALUATES edges are created once the related activity has been performed and the user has
confirmed its level of satisfaction about the event giving a score from one to five stars, being one
star the least and five stars the most satisfactory experience. These edges will be then used by
the recommender system to update and improve the recommendations.
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The IS_NEAR edges are available to mark the proximity of another object; the type of the pointed
to (out) vertex is the generic class V and allows therefore to connect all subtypes of V. The only
node types of interest are Place (say a Toilet or Bus stop), UserProfile (another person) and
maybe Circle to indicate the proximity of a group of people. The Social Activity schema is the
main model description of the data representation and the relationships for activities in ACANTO.
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Chapter 2
Social Activity repository
The design and implementation of the Social Activity repository was based on the social activity
model, the possibility of harvesting existing social networks and local and dedicated news/events
feeds with potentially interesting social activities (e.g. movies, concerts, cultural events,
exhibitions, talks, meetings, etc.). The purpose is to collect social activities information at specific
social environments based on the local communities, social networks and local providers. The
social activity observation is obtained through a layer of applications that get indoor and outdoor
information into the mobility record. The goal is to connect formal caregivers, informal caregivers,
and Medical Doctors, provide helpful information to the users, and to exploit the information
coming from the user’s daily activities and provide this context to the professionals. These topics
will be analysed in the next sections.

KNOWLEDGE BASE
The KnowledgeBase aggregates data from user profiles, circles, tags, evaluations, environments
and activities, as shown in the Figure below and it is used, amongst other things, to provide the
collected information to the recommender system. The KnowledgeBase diagram did not undergo
changes since the version presented in D2.4 [2]. Therefore, in order to avoid the duplication of
writing, we recommend reading that document for further details.

Figure 2: Knowledgebase diagram
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Figure 3 represents an example of the Orient DB vertex classes created for ACANTO (Activity,
Circle, Evaluation, Place, and Tag).

Figure 3: Example of the Orient DB vertex classes

The Figure 4 represents an example of the Orient DB Edge classes created for ACANTO
(ATTENDS, CAREGIVER_OF, CONNECTED_TO, E, EVALUATES).

Figure 4: Example of Orient DB Edge classes

Figure 5, exemplifies the relation between social activities, user profiles and circles. It also
represents how social activities are recommended to a circle, to the users that belong to that
specific circle, how the activities are evaluated and the CAREGIVER_OF relation between users.

Figure 5: Graph representation example of the relation between social activities, user profiles and circles
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Activity Harvester
During the design phase an analysis on the most common social networks was made in order to
study the feasibility to “harvest” social activities or events from known social networks and import
them into the Cyber Physical Social Network (CPSN).

Social Activities harvesting from known social media platforms:
In our first approach, we considered the possibility to use popular social networks, such as
Facebook, Google+, etc., to “harvest” information about social activities or events for reuse in the
CPSN, but privacy restrictions, lack of control over the activities data and their relations, and the
fact that data is not available freely anymore, and additionally is not searchable in a regional
context (geolocation), made none of them suitable for social activities harvesting. For instance,
Facebook increased privacy restrictions some time ago and is basically a commercial platform,
where there is almost no control of the content and associated users. Also, we found that the
data access of the Application Programming Interface (API) is in constant change and Facebook
gives no warranty for stability for more than two years. In the case of Google+, as a competing
platform to Facebook it is a dying project. We found the same restrictions as with Facebook and
the Google+ ‘events’ already have been discontinued.
Consequently, we concluded that the use of the Really Simple Syndication (RSS) [4] of regional
official websites is the option that better fits the requirements of the social activities harvester.
These websites generate a usable amount of dedicated news/events feeds about interesting
social activities (e.g. movies, concerts, cultural events, exhibitions, talks, meetings et al.) and
they are considered safe. But, the addition of these external social activities should be monitored
by a different user role: the “Activity Creator”.
RSS allows website owners to organize their website content. It allows an easy and light way to
share and view information and content. Files can be automatically updated and it is based on
the eXtensible Markup Language (XML). RSS was designed to process selected data
automatically. Without RSS, users would have to check for updated website contents every day.
In the ACANTO CPSN, we have created a specific role (Activity Creator) responsible for selection
and control of thematic social activities from specific websites. This means that without RSS, the
Activity Creator would need to daily check the websites for new updates and to create new
Activities manually. Since RSS data is light and fast-loading, it can easily be used with services
for cell phones or tablets.
RSS is used by web sites that are updated frequently, such as:
News sites - Lists news with title, date and descriptions
Companies - Lists news and new products
Calendars - Lists upcoming events and important days
Site changes - Lists changed pages or new pages
The Figure below shows an example of the list of events obtained from a feed about cultural
social activities on the regional website journal of Trento [5].
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Figure 6: List of social activities related with culture, taken from the website www.ufficiostampa.provincia.tn.it

The Activity Creator will be able to select and add the social activity into the CPSN by pressing
the link “copy to activity list”. It is also possible to edit and add more ACANTO related information
to the social activity, for instance, if the location is equipped with FriWalks, or if it is suitable for
group visits, etc. (see figure below).

Figure 7: Example of a social activity selection and editing
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2.1

Architecture and technologies

The Social Activity repository, as well as the CPSN Architecture and Data Flow, did not undergo
any changes since the last version presented in D4.8 – “Social Activities Recommendations” [1].
In particular, the social activity repository is related to number 6 in the figure, i.e. Data ingestion
from diverse sources, and number 5, i.e. Apache Mahout + Apache Spark MLlib [6].

Figure 8:

CPSN Architecture and Data Flow

We consider that the repetition of the description of the CPSN Architecture and Data Flow would
not be needed. For further details, we recommend reading the description in D4.8 – “Social
Activities Recommendations” [1].
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Our artificial dataset has 6000 social activities located at different states of the USA. In order to
get more “realistic” data we have decided to create an “Activity Creation” form and circulate it
among our project partners, especially universities (UNITN, UNAN). The idea is to create a set of
new activities with locations around Madrid, Trento and Northumbria, in order to support the
recommendation system. A screenshot of this form is provided in the annex of this document.
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Relation with other work packages
The work presented in this document is the final version of the continuous model development
carried out in WP2, which drew on user-input from WP1 to identify the kinds of activities users
like and what information they want to know before attending an activity. Specifically, we have
updated and implemented the latest models of Social Activities. However, it is important to refer
that the models can undergo potential updates until the end of the project. It is also related with
the WP5 – “Execution Support of Social Activities”, explicitly with task 5.2 (Activity Planning),
where the output of the Recommender system is processed and translated to an executable plan.
The current implementation of the Social Activities will also be the base for its evolution towards
the inclusion of user information coming from dynamic sources (i.e. sensing data stored in the
knowledge base by the WP3, at task 3.2 – “Perception of the environment” and displayed in the
CPSN, as well as from the evolving social data coming directly from the users’ social network).
Additionally, the components developed in this work have been designed and implemented in
compliance with the overall cloud ACANTO infrastructure developed in WP7.
Finally, the work of this WP will be integrated and used in the experimental validation of WP8
where real users will receive recommendations of real activities in their areas. Already the
groundwork is being laid for this validation through the Activity Creation Form (Annex) by means
of which the project partners are contributing data about relevant activities in their areas.
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Acanto Activity creation form
*Required

1. Name *
The name of the activity, e.g. 'Dance under the Sea', 'Black
Friday shopping', 'Star Wars Movie Night'

2. Description (short) *
a short description of what the activity is about, e.g. 'watch 3
classic movies in a row'

3. Description (detailed) *
a more elaborate and exhaustive description

Categorization
4. Tags *
Select the tags to categorise the type of activity. Mark all that apply.

Tick all that apply.
Museum
Cinema
Walking
Concert
Picnic
Theatre
16

Table_Games
Fishing
Shopping
Cats
Dogs
Meeting_People
Music
Cars
Motorcycles
5. Mobility Constraints *
Select all possible constraints that may apply to this activity.
Tick all that apply.
balance :: activity involves balance activities
visually_impaired :: activity suitable for visually impaired
toilets_nearby :: toilets available nearby
hard_of_hearing :: activity suitable for those with bad hearing
need_Assistance :: prAovides assistant to users with physical limitations
blind :: suitable for blind people
wheelchair :: site of activity is wheelchair accessible
FriWalker :: site of activity is FriWalker accessible
deaf :: suitable for deaf people
no_walk_longer_distances :: does not involve long distance walking (less than
1km of walking)
walk_longer_distances :: involves lots of walking (more than 1km)
build_muscle_strength :: helps to build muscle strength

When?
When does this activity take place?
6. Startdate and time *
Example: 15 December 2012 11.03 a.m.
7. Event Duration *
in minutes, for example 60 or 90 for
events that take an hour or an hour and
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a half

Where?
Where does this activity take place?
8. Location Name *
enter the name of the place the event
takes place, for example: 'Fancy
Shopping Mall', 'Fine Art Museum',
'Hennessey Park'

9. Street *

10. Housenumber *
as a whole number, in case a house
number is not available enter 0

11. Postcode *

12. City *

13. Latitude [optional]
Decimal number as provided by Google Maps.

14. Longitude [optional]
Decimal number as provided by Google Maps.
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